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Sound wave propagation and existence of a two step relaxation process in a glass-former mel
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2Universitádi L’Aquila and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica della Materia, I-67100, L’Aquila, Italy
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The velocity and damping of longitudinal and transverse sound waves of a prototypical glass-forming melt,
m-tricresylphosphate, are studied over a very wide frequency span by an ultrasonic and a light scattering
experiment (107 and 1011 rad/s!. In the Brillouin light scattering measurements, the central quasielastic line has
been also analyzed. Unpublished data on velocity and damping~frequency'109 rad/s! are also included in the
present analysis. A quantitative analysis of the data gives good agreement for individual spectra as well as for
the general temperature trends. The analysis is based on the existence of fast (b) and slow (a) relaxation
processes in the liquid. A phenomenological description of a two step relaxation function is proposed, and the

phenomenological parameters@relaxation times,ta andtb , relative weight, f̃ (T), etc.# of the two relaxation
processes are derived. As a consequence of the two step relaxation process, we propose to revise the concept
of ‘‘infinite frequency’’ (c`) sound velocity, introducing two characteristic sound velocities, one which applies
if vtb@1, c` , and one,c`a , which describes the elastic response of the liquid at frequency higher than 1/ta

but smaller than 1/tb . Within the framework of a two step relaxation process, the meaning of ‘‘nonergodicity’’

parameter of mode-coupling theory and its relation withf̃ (T) are also discussed. The weightf̃ (T) is found to
decrease monotonically from near 1 to near 0.4 betweenTg and 1.5Tg . The comparison of our findings with
the predictions of the mode-coupling theory shows qualitative accord in several important points.
@S1063-651X~97!07212-7#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Pf
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of two very different relaxation processe
slow (a) and a fast (b) one, in glass-forming melts, and th
mechanism of their interplay in the liquid-glass transform
tion, are to our present knowledge at the basis of the un
standing of how and why a glass forms from equilibriu
melt.

The slow relaxation timeta(T) is ‘‘the characteristic’’
relaxation time which increases dramatically as the gl
transition temperatureTg is approached from the liquid side
On the contrary, the fast relaxation timetb is believed to be
weakly T dependent, and possibly the same in the melt
in the glass; see, e.g., Fig. 11.9 in Ref.@1#. Beyond the val-
ues of both time constants, their relative strength or weigh
decisive for the dynamics of the system. Following t
analysis of mode-coupling theory~MCT! @2#, valid for the
caseta@tb , we introduce the weight of theta relaxation
step as the ‘‘plateau height’’f̃ of the relaxation functionkL
@see below, Eq.~6!#.

The ta time has been studied extensively, since the c
dition on the characteristic frequencyv of an experiment for
optimum sensitivity,vta'1, can be met by many exper
ments, including ultrasonics (v'107–108 rad/s! and Bril-
louin light scattering (v'1011 rad/s!. The fast time constan
tb , however, is much more difficult to observe in expe
ment unambiguously, being situated in the 10212-s range. Its
influence on sound waves, however, could be shown in B
louin scattering experiments@3,4#.

In this paper we present a sound wave study on m
tricresylphosphate (mTCP!, a fragile molecular glass forme
becoming a glass atTg5268 °C. We measured the soun
571063-651X/98/57~1!/720~10!/$15.00
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velocity and its damping over a broad range of temperatu
from the true liquid into the glass state, and measured th
values using a broad range of frequencies.

The propagation of a longitudinal acoustic~LA ! wave
produces local density variations with a mean frequen
2pnL5vL5cLq, cL being the apparent LA velocity o
sound andq the magnitude of the wave vector.

With Brillouin light scattering~BS!, one selects a certain
q value, i.e.,q5(4pn/l)sin(u/2) ~wheren is the index of
refraction, l the laser wavelength, andu the scattering
angle! and measures the positionvL and the widthGL of the
phonon line. The same can be done for transverse aco
~TA! waves, determiningvT and GT . Using visible laser
light for BS andu590°, the observed frequenciesnL andnT

are in the range of a few GHz~see Fig. 1!. Applying ‘‘im-
pulsive stimulated thermal scattering’’~ISTS! @5#, Deeg and
Diercksen@6# could strongly reduce theq values, and mea-
sured the dynamics ofmTCP at frequencies ofnL;50–100
MHz. A third experiment that we performed on the sam
substance was an ultrasonic measurement~US!. This brought
down the frequency range to aboutnL;2 MHz.

In summary, here we measure velocity and damping
LA sound waves as a function of temperature over a f
quency span of nearly four orders of magnitude~TA, only
BS!. This allows us to determine the shape of the underly
relaxation functions, which were found to be by no mea
simple stretched exponentials. Rather, they consist of a
row (1/ta , strongly T dependent! line and a broad (1/tb ,
nearlyT-independent! line. We also compare our results wit
the prediction of the MCT@2,7–9#, the only formalized
theory of the glass transition which describes the behavio
the density-density correlation function whenT approaches
720 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 721SOUND WAVE PROPAGATION AND EXISTENCE OF A . . .
Tg . It is worth noting that the LA sound wavesare density
fluctuations~though they are determined by bulk as well
shear modulus; see Sec. V C below!, and, therefore, a direc
comparison with the MCT predictions can be easily ma
On the contrary, up to now, most comparisons of MCT w
experiments have considered depolarized light scatte
spectra. There it is very often not clear whether these spe
relate to the orientational relaxation of individual molecule
or to the four particle correlation function of the induce
effects as, for example, the dipole-induced-dipole~DID!
mechanism@10#.

We have studied themTCP polarized and depolarize
spectra, in a frequency range covering from the central
out to the boson peak region. The temperature range w
270–220 °C. The central line width is compared with r
sults from NMR @11#, which measures the orientational r
laxation of the molecule.

Considerable effort is made here to arrive at quantita
descriptions~fits! of the measured spectra, of the sound v
locities and the line widths vsT. The aim is to allow a
comparison with some of the predictions of MCT, in partic
lar the existence and the weight of the fast relaxation tim
However, deviating from MCT, we have chosen an anal
cal approximate expression for the relaxation functionsk
@see Eqs.~4!–~6!#, so that a straightforward interpretation
the parameters is possible.

The paper is organized in the following way: In Sec. II w
briefly describe the experimental conditions. Section III p
sents the viscoelastic formulation for the LA and TA Br
louin lines and for the central line. Section IV gives th
results from the different fits. In Sec. V we discuss the res
and compare them with the MCT scenario.

FIG. 1. Fabry-Perot spectra ofmTCP in the VU~upper panel!
and HU ~lower panel! scattering configurations. The temperatur
for each set are, from bottom to top,265, 255, 235, 215, 15,
22, 35, 53, 74 and 94 °C. The curves through the points are
global fit curves~including resolution broadening!. In the lowest
two spectra the LA lines seen belong to the next FP order.
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II. EXPERIMENT

The mTCP samples for light scattering were prepared
described in Ref.@12# by heating under vacuum~for purifi-
cation!, and pressing through a micropore filter into a qua
cell of 2310330-mm3 inner dimension, which was flam
sealed. The same sample was measured on two spect
eters, the laser beam entering at the narrow side~2 mm!.

The first series of light scattering spectra were taken us
a piezoelectrically scanned triple pass Fabry-Pe´rot ~Burleigh,
FU Berlin!, while the second used a high resolution grati
spectrograph~SOPRA, L’Aquila @13#!. The two setups were
conventional: argon ion laser (l5514 nm operating in single
mode thanks to an intracavity etalon; 200 mW!; 90° scatter-
ing geometry; the sample cell was in a furnace or cryos
with 61-K temperature accuracy and stability.

In Fig. 1, Fabry-Perot~FP! spectra ofmTCP are presented
@upper part VU polarization, lower part HU~the pairs of
capital letters describe incoming and scattered beam po
ization conditions with V vertical, H horizontal, U no pola
ization discrimination, relative to the scattering plane!; note
the logarithmic ordinate scale#. The TA line was measured
with good statistical significance, although it is about a fac
102 weaker than the LA line. Beyond the data reported he
the region of the boson peak was included in the study@14#.
Preliminary results concerning the transverse modes h
been published before@15#.

An independent experiment~US! allowed the study of
sound waves at low frequency. Basically it consists o
Mach-Zehnder interferometer where one light beam trave
the sample cell at a given distance from the surface at wh
a sound pulse~LA ! is generated by an infrared laser pul
~for further details, see Ref.@16#!. The experimental condi-
tions ~IR absorption depth, IR laser pulse duration, sou
velocity! set the center of the effective frequency band in
present case ton.2 MHz. The experimental results, viz. th
observed sound velocitycL(T) and the dampingGL(T), both
valid for this frequency, are included in Figs. 2 and 3.

Additionally in the present analysis we use unpublish
results of ISTS measurements onmTCP by Deeg and
Diercksen@6#. The ISTS experiment consists of two picose
ond laser pulses that produce a thermal grating which in t
induces two sound waves in exactly opposite directionsq,
2q). A second probe laser observes under Bragg condi
the time evolution of the standing wave pattern, which os
lates at 2nL . This setup allows a determination of the dam
ing directly on the time axis. Effective wavelengths us
were 18 and 34mm, respectively, which correspond to Bri
louin frequencynL'50–100 MHz. This is two orders o
magnitude below the frequency of the 90° light scatter
experiments while the ultrasonic experiment works ag
two orders of magnitude lower in frequency than the IST
The results of all three experiments are summarized in F
2 and 3 and are discussed in Secs. IV and V.

III. MODEL

Each light scattering spectrum~Fig. 1! in the frequency
region discussed here is considered as a sum of a quasie
central line (C), and transverse and longitudinal phono
lines (T andL). A relatively small base caused mainly by th

e
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722 57M. SOLTWISCHet al.
low-frequency wing of the boson peak is of no relevan
here:

I ~q,v!5I C~q,v!1I T~q,v!1I L~q,v!. ~1!

All these scattering events (C,L,T) are affected in different
ways by the relaxation processes.

A. Longitudinal acoustic line „L …

For phonons having wavelengths large compared
atomic distances~as in the present cases!, the viscoelastic
description is well established~see, e.g. , Ref.@17#!, and its
parameters are notq dependent. For LA waves, one usua
considers the adiabatic sound velocityco(T) and the high-
frequency valuecL`(T) as the primary parameters. The L
Brillouin spectrum is expressed in terms of a relaxation k
nel as follows :

I L~q,v!5I LfN9 ~q,v!5
I L

p
ImH co

2q2v21

co
2q22v22vKL~q,v!

J ,

~2!

where the subscript indexN indicates the number density
andI L takes into account all the constant factors not relev
here. For the relaxation kernelKL(q,v) we made the follow-
ing ansatz:

KL~q,v!5~cL`
2 2co

2!q2kL~v!. ~3!

FIG. 2. Sound velocities inmTCP. Upper part: LA velocities.
Full points are the ‘‘experimental’’ velocities as defined in Se
IV A. The full straight lines areco(T) andcL`(T) , the broken line
is cLa` from Eq. ~7!. The bent full curves are the model results f
the apparent sound velocitycL(T): the leftmost curve is from ultra-
sonics~2 MHz!, the two middle curves are for ISTS~50 and 100
MHz, respectively!, and the rightmost curve is for the Brillouin
measurements~10 GHz!. The single open square iscB` at T5
265 °C; see the discussion in Sec. V C. Lower part: TA velocit
from Brillouin measurements. The upper curve iscT`(T), the bro-
ken line iscTa` , and the lower curve iscT(T). The open triangles
are from local fits~DHO!.
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As explained above, the frequency spectrumkL(v) of the
relaxation kernel is written as the sum of two terms. T
first, describing the slowa relaxation, has a linewidthGLa
51/tLa which vanishes whenT→Tg , and changes strongly
aboveTg . It can be represented by

kLa~v!5
1

vS 1

@11v/~ iGLa!#bCD
21D . ~4!

The second, the fastb relaxation, has a linewidthGLb
51/tLb , and it is written as

kLb~v!5
1

vS 1

11@v/~ iGLb!#bCC
21D . ~5!

.

s

FIG. 3. Line widthsGL andGT for mTCP. Numbers for widths
G and frequencies are in MHz~not rad/s!. Upper three sets: plotted
on a linear scale~note the very different frequency ranges!. Full
circles are the ‘‘experimental’’GL , full squares are ‘‘experimen-
tal’’ GT ~note they shift of 600 MHz to avoid overlap!. Full curves
are from the model fit; see text. The break for the Brillouin valu
at 90 °C occurs because the three highestT values have been mea
sured at a slightly lowerq with SOPRA. Also inserted in the Bril-
louin part are the three contributionsGL(a)1GL(b)1Gglass5GL ,
which build up the full width of the LA phonons~see Sec. IV B!.
Lowest set:GL plotted asD52GL /q2 on a logarithmic scale.
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57 723SOUND WAVE PROPAGATION AND EXISTENCE OF A . . .
They combine to the total relaxation spectrum with weig
f̃ L(T) and 12 f̃ L(T), respectively:

kL~v!5 f̃ LkLa~v!1~12 f̃ L!kLb~v!. ~6!

Here bCD<1 is the Cole-Davidson stretching paramet
while bCC<1 is the Cole-Cole parameter. We usedbCC51,
because the widths and positions of the phonon lines in
measurements were not sensitive to a possible stretchin
theb process. Thef̃ L value, 0, f̃ L(T),1, defines the rela-
tive weight of the two processes.GLb is expected to vary
very weakly withT, and an Arrhenius ansatz was used in t
data analysis, i.e.,GLb5GLb

0 exp(2Tb /T), with Tb'30 K
!Tg .

A similar ansatz forI L(q,v), using two relaxation pro-
cesses, has been already introduced@3# mainly to explain the
LA linewidth observed in an inorganic glass former.

The effect of a two step relaxation, Eq.~6!, will be a two
step change of sound velocity. It is suggested here, there
that the primary elastic parameters are the high-freque
sound velocitycL` ~measurable ifvtLa@1 and vtLb@1)
and the low-frequency sound velocityco(T) ~measurable if
vtLa!1 and vtLb!1). An additional characteristic veloc
ity cLa` ~measurable ifvtLa@1 but vtLb!1) may be de-
fined in the present two step relaxation model. The la
corresponds toc`(T) of experiments~e.g. ultrasonics! in
which the frequencies are much smaller than 1/tLb . The
scenario proposed here furnishes a straightforward expl
tion of the fast drop ofc`(T), i.e., cLa`(T) in our terms,
right aboveTg , as will become clear later~Sec. V B!.

The usual modulus which is relaxed by thea process,
cLa`

2 2co
2 , is thus replaced by

cLa`
2 2co

2⇒ f̃ L~cL`
2 2co

2!. ~7!

The parameterf̃ L(T) can thus be derived from the pos
tion of the LA line, oncecL`(T) is known. In the following
we will assume thatcL` has only a weak temperature depe
dence, and we will define it to be linear withT, and vanish-
ing at the same temperature asco(T):

cL`~T!5cL`~Tg!2~T2Tg!
cL`~Tg!

co~Tg!
co8 . ~8!

The slope co85dco(T)/dT is taken from the high-
temperature part of the US measurements:co853.26m/
(sK). Slightly different choices of the slope ofcL`(T) do
not seriously affect the results forf̃ L(T) andGLb(T).

The spectrum equation~2! consists of the two Brillouin
peaks and a central line which extends out just to the B
louin peaks, but not further. This central line is the w
known Mountain peak which has the shape of the relaxa
kernel, Eq.~6!. This shape is notq dependent, contrary to th
Brillouin positions and widths. The width of the Brillouin
lines is directly Im$KL(q,vL)% where vL is the peak fre-
quency. Let us start from the simplified case wherevL is
much larger thanGLa andGLb @as always assumed in MCT
a theory which gives a rigorous formulation of the Mounta
peak, while we model it with the simplified ansatz of E
~6!#. Then one can directly derive the ratio of the intens
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under the central peak ofI L(q,v) to its total intensity. The
result is determined only by the moduli, and gives

f Total512
c0

2

cL`
2

. ~9!

The nonergodicity parameterf MCT ~according to MCT! takes
into account only thea contribution to the central peak in
Eq. ~2!. According to Eq.~7! it results that

f MCT512
c0

2

cLa`
2

5
f̃ L

f̃ L1
c0

2

cL`
2 2c0

2

. ~10!

B. Transverse acoustic line„T…

It is clear that the analog ofco of LA waves for TA waves
is zero ~low-frequency shear waves are overdamped in
liquid!. For clarity, we still distinguish between thef̃ param-
eters f̃ L(T) and f̃ T(T) . Then

I T~q,v!5
I T

p
ImH 21

v1KT~q,v!J , ~11!

with

KT~q,v!5cT`
2 q2@ f̃ TkTa~v!1~12 f̃ T!kTb~v!#. ~12!

We use the same structure for the frequency dependenc
the relaxation kernel as was given for the LA modes in E
~4! and ~5!.

C. Central line „C…

Although the present work focuses on the sound wav
the central line~CL! has to be included in the analysis, bein
essential for the Brillouin region because of its hig
frequency tail. In contrast to the LA and TA lines, which
a 90°-scattering experiment appear only in VV and VH g
ometry, respectively, the central line is fully depolarized. N
matter what is the specific scattering mechanism—here
sumably light scattering from molecular reorientation
dynamic—we assume that it has directly a relaxational sh
with no q dependence.

I C~v!5
I C

p
Im$ f̃ CkC,a~v!1~12 f̃ C!kC,b~v!%. ~13!

Again we use the same formulation@Eqs.~4! and~5!# for its
frequency dependence. For the VU spectra we had to ad
additional delta functiond(v), which accounted for the po
larized straylight.

IV. RESULTS

A. Fits

The parameters of the model were mainly derived fro
least-squares fits of the quoted expressions to the meas
Brillouin spectra, as the examples in Fig. 1 show. The
routine was usually applied simultaneously to sets of spe
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~up to 25!, or to individual spectra. It takes into account t
apparatus broadening by numerical convolution with the
perimentally determined resolution functions. In the case
FP spectra the presence of neighboring orders~up to ten
orders! is taken into account. Some of the fitting paramet
are common to the whole set of spectra@e.g., cL`(Tg)#,
while others may be individually different~e.g.,I L).

To compare ‘‘experimental’’ line positions and linewidth
(vL5cLq andGL) with those which follow from the model
for FP and SOPRA spectra we have fitted simple dam
oscillator line shapes to each spectrum individually. The
sults appear as ‘‘experimental’’ points in Figs. 2 and 3. T
‘‘theoretical’’ positions and widths are read numerica
from the theoretical spectra prior to convolution with t
apparatus function. They appear as thick smooth lines.
easier comparison with the moduli, we generally plotcL in-
stead ofvL .

The ‘‘experimental’’ points for US (cL ,tL) and ISTS
(vL ,tL) were derived from the spectra by individual fits o
time axis and converted to (vL ,GL) pairs. To compare them
with the model used here, we again derived the ‘‘theor
cal’’ positions and widthsvL and GL due to Eq.~2!. The
minimization process of the squared differences (x2) was
performed by then changing the model parameters.

Performing preliminary fits to LA and TA sets of spect
for the case of Brillouin scattering, we found that at all te
peratures GLa(T)'GTa(T) and GLb(T)'GTb(T). Also,
f̃ L(T) and f̃ T(T) follow each other closely, the differenc
u f̃ L(T)2 f̃ T(T)u,0.1 at all temperatures. Thus we use si
ply Ga(T),Gb(T) and f̃ (T) in Eqs.~6! and ~12!.

For the Cole-Davidson stretching parameter of thea pro-
cessbhCD (h5L,T,C) for all three different types of spectr
we found the common valuebhCD50.460.1, with bC,CD
having the strongest statistical significance. To determ
bC,CD, we additionally used a set of wide energy range H
spectra measured by a SOPRA double monochrom
@14,18#.

For the widths of the central lineGCa we find good agree-
ment with values derived from a NMR experiment@11#,
which measured the reorientational relaxation time of
molecule. So we writeGCa'GNMR'G rot ~see Fig. 4, lowest
curve and squares!. The additional broadening due to tran
lational motion is for these smallq values negligible.

The NMR Cole-Davidson parameter was found@11# to be
bNMR,CD50.38, which is confirmed by our light scatterin
results. The valuef̃ C was found to be'1, i.e., we could fit
the wide range HV spectra~SOPRA! with the stretched
Cole-Davidson function up to the boson peak region;
boson peak intensity amounted to only about 10% of
central line intensity@18#.

According to these findings, we make the global ans
that ~i! the same memory functionk(v) determines both LA
and TA complex moduli withbCD50.4; and~ii ! the values
of GCa(T) and GLa(T)5GTa(T)5Ga(T) have the same
temperature dependence, but may be different by a com
factor k̂5Ga(T)/GCa(T).

A second series of fits is performed to the whole sets
spectra~FP spectra for VU and HU; SOPRA spectra for V
and HV; US and ISTS for LA parameter sets only; glob
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parameters:c0(T), cL`(T), cT`(T), k̂; local parameters:

f̃ (T) , total intensities and backgrounds for the FP and S
PRA spectra!. The resulting fit curves for the FP spectra a
included in Fig. 1, and are seen to be very satisfactory.

B. Parameters

The apparent sound velocities obtained are presente
Fig. 2, for LA and TA waves from Brillouin spectra, and fo
LA from US and ISTS. The full lines are the results of th
global fits, using the model described above. They foll
very well the three experiments: US~left most data!; ISTS
~the two middle sets! from Deeg and Diercksen; and B
~right hand data!. The dashed line in the LA part is a plot o
cLa`(T) obtained from Eq.~7!. The dashed line in the TA

part is correspondinglycTa`5A f̃ (T)cT` .
Figure 3 presents, in the upper three parts, the width

rametersGL andGT ~from BS! andGL ~from US and ISTS!.
In the lower part they are plotted as kinematic viscosit
D52GL /q2, on a logarithmic scale.

The smooth thick curves in Fig. 3 are the theoretical d
pendencies forGL,T as obtained from the model. Again th
curves follow the experimental points well for the four fr
quencies. The fact that both the bending down of sound
locities in Fig. 2 and the width maxima in Fig. 3 are well an
even quantitatively described, supports the model chosen
the parameters found. Discrepancies are seen, especia
the 2–100-MHz data forG, on the level of about 10% of the
maximum of each curve, and in a residual width in the gla
state for LA widths. We account for the latter by inserting

FIG. 4. Effective width parametersGa
8 5Ga / bCD (bCD50.4)

andGb of the relaxation functions in GHz~not rad/s!. Gb is upper
dashed line.Ga

8 are the bent curves. The lower bent curve isGNMR
8

while the upper one isGa
8 (T)510GNMR

8 (T). The experimental cen-
tral linewidths~full squares! follow closely GNMR

8 , while the offset
of one order of magnitude to theGa

8 curve derived from the LA and
TA Brillouin fits is remarkable. Note the merging of thisGa

8 curve
and theGb curves at about 100 °C. Around this temperature o
may enter the single relaxation region. The lower nearly strai
curve is the Brillouin energynL5cLq/ 2p ~open circles are the
experimental values!. The crossing point of this curve with theGa

curve corresponds to the maximum damping of the; 10-GHz
sound waves; see Fig. 3.
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57 725SOUND WAVE PROPAGATION AND EXISTENCE OF A . . .
constant additionalGglass, displayed for the Brillouin widths
as the lowest straight line.

However, in the fitting process, especially of the low
frequency data~US and ISTS! it turned out that the time
constanttLa51/GLa entering Eqs.~2! and ~11!, via Eq. ~4!,
had definitely to be chosen shorter than for the CL, Eq.~13!.
Fits were best forG (T,L)a'10GCa , with an estimated uncer

tainty of about 30% for the factork̂510. One can improve

the fit quality especially for ISTS by choosingk̂57 instead
of 10, and a Cole-Davidson~CD! parameterbCD50.3 in-
stead of 0.4, respectively. These are the thinner full lines
the linear displays ofGL .

For the Brillouin widths in Fig. 3, we plot two furthe
theoretical curves~indicated asa andb). The a curve was
computed by settingGb to a very high frequency, so tha
only the a process produces a linewidthGL(a) (Gglass was
set to zero!. The b curve is then simplyGL(b)5GL

2GL(a). Its increase withT aboveTg reflects the onset o
the fast relaxation. The jitter of this curve is mainly due

the locally determinedf̃ factors.
Figure 4 presents the various effective widthsGa /bCD

~bent curves and squares! andGb ~dashed line!. We note that
GCa'GNMR in a good approximation, and that the tempe
ture dependence of thea-relaxation process agrees well b
tween NMR or CL on the one hand, and LA and TA on t
other~though their values differ, as was just mentioned!. The
open circles are the frequencies of the phonons from BS.
crossing ofGLa /bCD with the frequency curve occurs aroun
the same temperature where one observes the width m
mum (vtabCD;1) of thea curve in Fig. 3. But this width
is only half of the measured width. Thus one needs the
process, curveb in Fig. 3.

This fast processkb(v) is found to have an effective
relaxation time in the range

tb50.5310211 s, Gb52p330 GHz,

which is weakly temperature dependent (Tb'30 K!.

Figure 5 presents the fit results forf̃ (T), f MCT(T), and

f Total(T). The locally fitted f̃ (T) value decreases monoton
cally approaching 0.45 effectively around 35 °C, i.e., atT*

'1.5Tg . Above a temperatureT'1.6Tg the f̃ value was
kept constant, which reflects the fact thatGa andGb are of

the same size, so that differentf̃ values produce the sam
relaxation in any case. In other words, there is only a sin
relaxational process above thatT ~see the merging ofa and
b maxima in the upper part of Fig. 6 andGa andGb at higher
T in Fig. 4!. In contrast to the sound wave lines, the cent
line requires f̃ C51 in the full temperature range studied.

At low temperatures wherevLta@1, nearly one half of
the LA spectral intensity appears as a central part~Mountain
line!, which broadens and merges with the phonon line asta
shortens at higherT; seegMount and gphon in Fig. 5. This
spectral component was not decisive in the fits to the B
louin spectra, because it was always masked by the m
stronger central line. Only the propagating sound wa
~Brillouin lines! were decisive.
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C. Fluctuation spectra

Finally, Fig. 6 summarizes the susceptibility spec
x9(q,v) 5vfN9 (q,v) at different temperatures, using th
parameters obtained in the fits for a set of temperatures
different momentum transfersq in a log-log display. The
upper panel of Fig. 6 shows two contributions of the fluctu
tion spectrafN9 ~which are the two contributions to th
Mountain peak!: One, with a short time constanttb , with a
maximum at about 30 GHz~nearlyT independent!, increases
in weight with increasingT. The other contribution has a
longer and stronglyT-dependent time constantta(T), and
decreases in weight withT. These spectra were simulate
choosing a phonon frequency of 20 THz which is outside
displayed region.

The lower part repeats the full Mountain part for tw
temperatures (T5235 and194 °C! but it also shows the
normalized LA phonon spectrafN9 (q,v) for the three ex-
periments~US, ISTS, and BS, from left to right! for these
two temperatures. One observes that the existence of a
non ‘‘cuts off’’ the central line for frequencies larger than th
phonon frequency. It is a consequence thereof that the
b-relaxational part can possibly be observed only for 1q
values in the Angstrom region which is the range of x-r
wavelengths or atomic distances~the rightmost pair is a
simulation usingq50.2 Å21).

V. DISCUSSION

A. Slow and fast time constants

First we turn to the relaxation processes as described
k(v). From many experiments, old and recent, it has beco

FIG. 5. f factors, as derived from LA and TA lines. Connecte

full circles : f̃ (T) , the slowly relaxing part ofk(v). The dashed
part of the curve denotes the region whereGa and Gb are of the

same magnitude, so that thef̃ value loses its mathematical mea

ing. It was fixed for the fitting procedure atf̃ 50.45. Connected full
squares :f MCT from Eq.~10!. Short dashed line:f Total from Eq.~9!.
Lower curves:gMount , integral of central part off9(q,v) for BS
(;10 GHz! and for US (;2 MHz!, respectively. The upper curv
is gphon512gMount , the relative phonon intensity for BS.
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clear that at least two relaxations and stretching have to
included in writing down the frequency dependent elas
moduli for both LA and TA waves. The claim is tested he
on mTCP, and there are three other LA Brillouin studi
which showed the need for two relaxation times, viz.@3#
(GeSBr2), @4# (CaKNO3), and@19# (As2O3).

The temperature dependence ofGha(T) (h5L,T,C) fol-
lows the NMR result@11# closely, as was to be expecte
However it came out very clearly, especially from the lowe
frequency measurements~US, ISTS!, that GNMR had to be
multiplied by k̂510(63) in order to describe well the ve
locity cross over and the peak of the damping (G (L/T)a
.10GNMR). There is very little effect of the fastb process at
these lower frequencies, so that one observes in US and I
essentially the rapid narrowing ofGa . On the other hand
fitting the CL we find for its widthsGCa.GNMR , i.e., good
agreement with NMR. For the CD stretching parameter
valuebCD50.460.1 describes well all the relaxational ke

FIG. 6. Susceptibility plot off9(q,v) for selectedq and T
values. Plotted isx9(q,v)5vfN9 (q,v) vs v on a double logarith-
mic scale@see Eqs.~2! and~3!#. For the parameters chosen, see S
IV B, Figs. 2, 4 and 5, and Table I. Theb peak is located around 3

GHz, and its relative intensity increases with 12 f̃ (T) compared
to the a peak. Thea peak moves with increasingT from left to
right, and loses weight. Upper panel:T dependence (T5265 . . .
194 °C as in Fig. 1!. In order to display the full relaxation spec
trum in this graph, the phonon frequency was shifted out of
picture ~20 THz!. Lower panel:q dependence, and phonon line
included. From left to right the three double sets are each
235 and194 °C, and for the followingq values:q'4 mm21

(nL'2 MHz, US!, q'0.3 mm21 (nL'100 MHz, ISTS!, and q
'30 mm21 (nL'10 GHz, 90°BS!. They indicate the experimenta
range of frequencies used in this analysis. The most right se
Brillouin peaks is a simulation withq'2 nm21 (nph'1 THz, ac-
cessible only with inelastic x-ray scattering!.
e
c
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nelskha and agrees with NMR. So we are forced to state

serious discrepancy for thea -correlation time prefactork̂, if
one compares collective damping~macroscopic; long wave
length sound waves! with individual motion ~microscopic;
reorienting molecules!.

At present we can only speculate on possible reason~s!
for this apparent discrepancy. First we note that a sim
effect was recognized in Refs.@20–22#. At least two points
should be taken into consideration.~i! Damping of elastic
waves proceeds through relaxation of center of mass mot
as well as through relaxation of reorientation.~ii ! If the de-
cisive unit for viscous flow is not the single molecule, but
of intermediate size, then the first relaxation of a single m
ecule within may allow relaxation of the unit. Assume no
that this process concernsN molecules, of which each re
laxes ~reorients! on the average after timeta,rot ; then the
first relaxation process will occur afterta,rot /N.

In the first of the previous studies already mentioned,
analyzed the BS of GeSBr2 @3# ~four different scattering
angles, LA sound!. The single relaxation fit also failed, es
pecially at higherq and higher temperatures. This failur
could be removed by inventing a constant glass velocitycg
~now cL`). We allowed for a weight increase of a fast rela
ation process proportional to (cg

22cLa`
2 ). Describing the fast

spectrum by its low-frequency valuetb allowed a formula-
tion of the ‘‘theoretical’’ pointscL(T) and GL(T) as a fit
function of the global parameters. So we found, with a sim
lar scenario to that described here, the missing widths of
Brillouin lines. The lack at that time was, that the rela
ational spectrum was not properly normalized as it is no
But it introduced already the necessary philosophy, viz
fast channel opening aboveTg .

In the second previous study mentioned, the BS
CaKNO3 was analyzed~backscattering geometry only!. Li
et al. @4# directly used the shape of the depolarized cen
line scattering to find the relaxational power of the fastb
process. They claimed that this scattering is predomina
due to a DID scattering mechanism, and measures a de
relaxation spectrum. In this way, they derived acLa`(T),
and from this f MCT(T), which shows a cusp shape as e
pected from MCT. They applied this procedure only f
higher temperatures. There a single relaxation fit gives ris
an increase ofcLa` , which is unphysical; we would find the
same formTCP if we would choosef̃ L51.

The third study@19# derived for the supercooled As2O3
melt, the presence of a fast relaxational process (tb'10 ps!
besides the slowa process, and relative weights 30:70, r
spectively, from Brillouin scattering and photon correlatio
spectroscopy. The authors suggested that the situatio
similar in B2O3; both materials are among the strongest@1#
glass-formers.

In the present work, we fitf̃ (T) directly. In this way we
can start from an analytical ansatz forKL and treat CL inde-
pendently from LA or TA. Treating CL and LA or TA inde
pendently is suggested formTCP by two facts: the CL is
very strong, and presumably most of it is due to orientat
fluctuations; and the CL width does not agree withGa , as
derived from LA or TA widths.

For density fluctuations the ratio of the modulic0
2/cL`

2

governs the ratio of vibrational to relaxational~Mountain!

.

e

of
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TABLE I. Parameters formTCP. High and low frequency velocity parameters are from the fits. N
relaxation time andTg are from the literature.

Glass transition temperature :
Tg5268 ° C5205 K

Velocity parameters (T in K, c in 103 m/s!:
cL`(T)52.5020.0040(T2Tg)
c0(T)51.80520.00326(T2Tg)
cT`(T)51.1520.0028(T2Tg)

NMR relaxation time (T in K, t in s! @11#:
ln@ta,NMR(T)#5233.0812.2723104/T27.8513106/T219.52553108/T3
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intensity, Eq.~9!. Turning now to the strong depolarized C
considering it as given~a Mountain peak so to speak!, one
has to search for its vibrational excitations. The only can
date for a vibrational part is the boson peak@14#. But its
intensity amounts formTCP only to 10% of the central line
intensity.

In @14# we also used the viscoelastic description for t
boson peak ofmTCP. This allows a partly quantitative de
scription of the high-frequency wing below the boson pe
maximum. Modulus parameters are taken from the pres
work; locally fitted f̃ values closely follow the values give
in Fig. 5, and theGb’s are in the range from 50/150 GH
increasing withT. The CL has all the time to be handled
an additional independent quantity.

Doing the reverse, namely, trying to fit Eq.~13! to the
wide range HV spectra, we found values forf̃ C in the range
of a 0.97/0.99 instead of the values forf̃ plotted in Fig. 5. So
we have to conclude that inmTCP the relaxational reorien
tation of the molecules is only governed by ana process,
and this process is slower than the slow process for pro
gating LA waves.

B. The f parameters and the MCT scenario

The second item is the discussion of the weight facto
The value off̃ (T) determines the relative strength of slow
fast relaxation, and thus the frequency dependent moduli;
Eqs.~3!, ~6!, and~12!. The value f̃ (T) changes from near 1
to near 0.4 betweenTg and about 1.5Tg ; see Fig. 5. Its
connection with the nonergodicity parameterf MCT of the
mode-coupling theory is given by Eq.~10!, as a consequenc
of which f MCT changes only from about 0.5 to 0.3. The re
son is that the phonons are an essential part of the spec
fN9 (q,v).

Let us discuss thef factors by using their definition as a
integral over the spectrumfN9 (q,v), extending up to but no
including the region of the phonon lines. Referring to t
lower part of Fig. 6, and starting with the largestq and thus
largest v values, the phonon part of the integral ov
fN9 (q,v) is 12 f Total @Eq. ~9!#. But the integral covers the
full relaxation spectrum only if the phonon frequency
much larger thanGa and Gb ~and therefore the apparen
sound velocity iscL`), so that the reduction of the integra
by the phonon line cutoff~which is necessary for the secon
moment sum rule! is negligible.

If there is a large gap betweenGa and Gb , as for tem-
peratures nearTg , and we consider phonons withGa,vL
i-

k
nt

a-

s.

ee

-
um

,Gb , the velocity iscLa` . But now the phonon intensity
becomes 12 f MCT , which is larger than 12 f Total, i.e., larger
than in the previous measurement.

A further increase takes place when the phonon freque
in the experiment is still lower, so that one has crossed
a-relaxation region and measuresc0. Now the intensity of
the phonons reaches;1; no intensity is left for the centra
part, because the vibrations generally cut off the part of
relaxational spectrum which is on their high-energy side~see
Fig. 6! ~entropy fluctuations are neglected!. In Fig. 5 this is
shown by the two lowest curvesgMount, which are the inte-
grals overfN9 (q,v) up to half of the phonon frequency~dis-
played are the values for the ultrasonic and the Brillou
experiment, respectively!. Slightly aboveTg , they start with
values near or equal tof MCT , follow the latter closely up to
their respective crossover temperature (vta'1), and then
fall far below f MCT for higherT. The phonon partgPhon(T)
512gMount(T) is given as the increasing upper curve in F
5.

Theseg curves were drawn here after having fitted t
moduli and f̃ values using Eqs.~2! and ~3!. It would be
useful to take them directly from experimental integrals ov
the phonon lines; however, one would have to introduce
other intensity reference.

Analyses using only one relaxational process (a) as, were
performed in Refs.@22–24#, led sometimes to unreasonab
~viz. nonmonotonic! temperature dependencies forf MCT(T),
~see Figs. 8 and 9 in Ref.@4#, Figs. 14 and 16 in Ref.@22#, or,
for co(T), Fig. 2 in Ref.@24#!. Whether or not these prob
lems are in fact due to a neglect of the fast relaxation proc
depends on whether in these cases theb process is much
faster than the frequency scale of the measurementGb
@vL). Only if this condition is met iscLa` a well measur-
able quantity, as isf MCT ; see Eq.~10!. If, on the contrary,
the conditionGb@vL is not fulfilled, as in the Brillouin ex-
periment here, theb process has to be taken directly in
account.

In the scenario discussed here, the temperature de
dence of f̃ is the reason for the rapid decrease of the app
ent sound velocities aboveTg : when the temperature star
to rise aboveT50, the moduli soften slowly~below the
T→0 values! as long as one is in the glass state, because
b-relaxation time andf̃ decreases slowly.~This action is
seen very clearly in the BP region@25#.! At Tg , the frozen in
fluctuations first begin to melt, andf̃ (T) decreases much
faster with increasingT, reducing the modulus correspond
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ingly for all frequencies belowGb .
This is the drop seen incLa`(T) for T.Tg . Around the

temperature wherevta'1, the apparent sound velocitycL
is brought down further fromcLa` to co when crossing
through thea relaxation.

By taking into account both fast and slow relaxations a
their relative weight explicitly, the determination off̃ (T)
from the Brillouin data becomes rather reliable~except when
vta,1, which happens inmTCP only above 50 °C, see Fig
4!.

Our results for f̃ show a change in slope aroundT*
'308K'1.5Tg . This value does not agree too well with th
characteristic transition temperature (Tc of MCT! as found
by an analysis of the softening of the BP for the case
mTCP, viz. (1.2/1.3)Tg ; see Ref.@26#.

The present data indicate, but are not sufficient to pro
the ‘‘cusp’’ shape off MCT(T), which MCT predicts. As just
mentioned, anomalies were found inc`(T) or c(T) in other
works @19,24#; perhaps these data may indeed lead to c
cusps or breaks inf MCT(T), if the analysis is performed in
the way proposed here, i.e., taking two relaxation times i
account.

The general difference between macroscopic~LA, TA !
and microscopic~CL! motions, which was mentione
above in the discussion ofta , may also be a reason for th
difference in temperature dependence betweenf̃ L5 f̃ T5 f̃

(T dependent, Fig. 5! and f̃ C51 ~T independent!.

C. Bulk and shear excitations

As a third item we return to the viscoelastic description
LA and TA waves in terms of their complex moduli,M̃L(v)
andM̃T(v) respectively. This is of interest in the context
MCT again, because MCT is conventionally applied
densityfluctuations.

The two basic excitations of continuous media are b
and shear deformations, with moduliB̃(v) and G̃(v) re-
spectively, and the relationsM̃L(v)5B̃(v)1 4

3 G̃(v) and
M̃T(v)5G̃(v) are basic consequences of continuum m
chanics. Since the present experiments furnishM̃L(v)
5KL(v)r/q2 andM̃T(v)5KT(v)r/q2, it appears useful to
go on toB̃(v) andG̃(v). Here we restrict the discussion t
the high-frequency limit, whereB'B̃(v)@uIm $B̃(v)%u, G

'G̃(v)@uIm $G̃(v)%u and

cL`
2 5S B1

4

3
GD Y r, ~14!

cT`
2 5G/r. ~15!

This limit is fulfilled when ‘‘the high-frequency values’’ for
cL andcT are used.@One might be tempted to use forB the
value ofco

2r , extrapolated simply linearly from high to low
temperature assuming thatco was thecL value whenG'0.
Inspection of Fig. 2 forT'Tg shows, however, that Eq.~14!
is not fulfilled there. From the figure we findcL

256.2
3106 m2/s2, while the right-hand side of Eq.~14! is 4.8
d

f

e,

r

o

f

k

-

3106 m2/s2, an inconsistency far above the error bar. T
error occurs becausec0(T) changes just aboveTg ; see be-
low.#

To solve for B and G, we remember that the ‘‘sound
velocities with negligible relaxation,’’ arecL` andcT` , re-
spectively, as introduced above; they lie slightly above
values observed atTg in Brillouin and ultrasonic experi-
ments; see Fig. 2. Thus we can evaluateB or the related
sound velocitycB`5(B/r)1/2 from Eqs.~14! and ~15!. The
result, cB`52.13103 m/s at Tg , appears in Fig. 2 as th
open square. Bulk modulus values were evaluated from
trasonic data for several materials~see, e.g., Refs.@27,28#!,
but to our knowledge from Brillouin data only fo
BiCl 3-KCl @29#.

It was already mentioned in Sec. V B thatf̃ (T) shows a
break atT* 51.5Tg , not far from the temperature where
characteristic change of dynamics has been detected@26# by
an analysis of the BP. We assume here that these are
different aspects of the same underlying phenomenon, wh
in MCT is the critical temperatureTc .

According to the usual interpretation of MCT the add
tional nonergodic processes which freeze in belowTC should
be density fluctuations. Let us regard the fluctuations at sm
and intermediateq. Density fluctuations are of the orde
^dr2&'kBT/cB

2 . If one were to draw into Fig. 2 the curv
for the temperature dependencecB(T) at, say,v'1011 rad/s,
it would drop from the open square,cB` , towardco(T) in
the same way in whichcL(T) drops from cL` and ap-
proachesco(T). @At present we see no reason to doubt th
the f̃ factor for bulk excitations obeysf̃ B(T)' f̃ (T), and
that the same time constantsta , tb apply.# The cusp height
for these smallq density fluctuations is thus of the order o
the relative change ofB betweencB`

2 andc0
2 , which is 10/

15%. Such a relatively small change of density fluctuatio
does nota priori speak against density fluctuations as t
relevant variable in MCT.

However, the relative change of shear wave fluctuatio
@kBT/cT(T)2# around the same temperature is much larg
100%. Therefore, in our view the question should be tak
up again, about which of the two may be the driving mech
nism for the liquid-glass transformation. In terms of MC
the question is the following: What is the quantity for whic
the dynamic nonlinear feedback mechanism becomes ac
~and which then ‘‘slaves’’ the other one!? It appears that the
low-frequency excitations, which are predominantly shear
librations, would qualify easily for any nonlinear mechanis
because they do have large amplitudes (kBT/\v@1). Dense
packing will also supply sufficient feedback for shear m
tions. The argument that, in principle, shear fluctuations c
not persist forever on theoretical grounds may not be
stringent when real glass-formers are considered.
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